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Handles

 Handles identify MPI objects

 For the programmer, handles are

 predefined constants in mpi.h or mpif.h 

(example: MPI_COMM_WORLD)

 values returned by some MPI routines, to be 

stored in variables, that are defined as

 in C: special MPI typedefs

 Handles refer to internal MPI data structures



Rank , Number of processes

 The rank identifies different processes.

 The rank is the basis for any work and data 

distribution.
In C: int MPI_Comm_rank( MPI_COMM_WORLD, int * rank)

 Number of processes ?
In C: int MPI_Comm_size( MPI_Comm comm, int * size)



Messages

 A message contains a number of element of 
some particular datatype.

 MPI datatypes:

 Basic datatype.

 Derived datatypes .

 Derived datatypes can be built up from basic 
or derived datatypes.

 C types are different from Fortran types.



MPI basic datatypes in C



Sending a message

In C: int MPI_Send(void *buf, int count, MPI_Datatype 

datatype,int dest, int tag, MPI_Comm comm)

 buf is the starting point of the message with count 

elements,each described with datatype.

 dest is the rank of the destination process within the 

communicator comm.

 tag is an additional nonnegative integer piggyback 

information,additionally transferred with the 

message.



Receiving a message
In C: int MPI_Recv(void * buf, int count, MPI_Datatype datatype,int source, 

int tag, MPI_Comm comm,MPI_Status * status)

 buf/count/datatype describe the receive buffer.

 Receiving the message sent by process with rank 

source in comm.

 Envelope information is returned in status.

 Output arguments are printed in italics

 Only messages with matching tag are received.



Requirements for Point-to-Point 

Communications

 For a communication to succeed:

 Sender must specify a valid destination rank.

 Receiver must specify a valid source rank.

 The communicator must be the same.

 Tags must match.

 Message datatypes must match.

 Receiver’s buffer must be large enough.



Communication Modes

 Send communication modes:

 synchronous send  MPI_SSEND

 buffered [asynchronous] send  MPI_BSEND

 standard send  MPI_SEND

 Ready send  MPI_RSEND

 Receiving all modes  MPI_RECV


